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Abstract: 

We see the world moves ahead sometimes breaking, sometimes changing the old traditions formed by certain 

‘group of people’. These traditions are either followed by heart or forced upon by a community. In contrast, 

Lucknow is a city that has managed to maintain the standards of mannerism and culture intact. These tiny 

gestures are not set in writing or even taught to the natives, it comes naturally just ‘like air we breathe’. I 

remember once going to Delhi where a workshop was held for writers. We started delegating upon the 

differences in language and dialects according to regions. During the discussion, when I mentioned that I 

belonged to U.P and Bhojpuri should reflect in my writing of Hindi, our mentor interjected, ‘not if you are 

writing a story based in Lucknow as it has its own language and culture’. In that moment, I felt proud that I 

belong to such a culturally rich city.  

The purpose of this paper is not to explore Lucknow as a place to visit but infect to explore the experiences of 

living in and around a history which is not been penned down   it is still in the making. 

 

Introduction 

Lucknow the land of manner, poetry, heritage, decency, food and most importantly smile. Holding the rich 

background of Nawabi tehzeeb and secularism with adjacent city of Ayodhya, it is a prominent example of 

secular India where everyone has their own space, freedom and most importantly respect for one another. Be 

that the swords of partition, riots or religious politics, the common people made somewhere a successful effort 

not to effect this land and its versatilities.  

This point can be proven by an incident that took place nearly two years ago, where two men inspired by some 

hate speeches, vandalized stuff of a dry fruit seller by the road that belonged to Kashmir. Taking this to notice 

the people around instantly came to rescue that boy and not only saved him from getting bullied and beaten by 

the goons, they also purchased his stuff and within two to three days most of dry fruits were purchased by the 

kind hearted and caring people of Lucknow.  
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This incident is similar to that of construction of Bada Immabara (Bhool Bhulaiya) in 1784. During that time 

Awadh was struck by a famine. It was so serve that the common men were left with penury. Food was scarce 

for both the common man and nobility. Asaf-ud-Daula was at that time the Nawab of Awad. He was known to 

be an unamitionus man fond of drinking and having eccentric interests. But he was also known to be a generous 

man. So, instead of saying something similar to ‘ Let them eat cakes if they don’t get bread’ like queen Mary 

Antoinette, he did something unique. He commissioned the construction of Bara Immambara to generate 

income for poor and unemployed. The famine lasted for almost a decade and the construction too lasted for that 

period. It is said that in morning the labourers used to build the structures and at night the noblemen used to 

bring it down, so that the labours were never out of work during famine. The Nawab had employed almost 

20000 people for the construction of the impressive imambara. 

Still today many of old traditions are alive as few are on verge of diapering but they still keep this land at par 

not only among Indian subcontinent but also worldwide. 

Language 

The native language of Lucknow is said to be Awadhi. Awadhi is usually written with the Devanagari alphabet, 

or with the Kaithi alphabet, or with a mixture of the two. It was first appeared in writing during the 12th 

century in the work of Damodara Pandita. 

 

The Awadhi language is spoken by about 55 million people. In India, native speakers are estimated to be 65 

million. Linguistically, Awadhi can be considered as a distinct language with its own grammar. However, 

colloquially, Awadhi is considered a variety of Hindi speaking, and is not formally taught in any institution. 

Awadhi is predominantly spoken in the Awadh region encompassing central Uttar Pradesh, along with the 

lower part of the Ganga-Yamuna doab. In the west, it is bounded by Western Hindi, 

specifically Kannauji and Bundeli, while in the east, Bhojpuri from the Bihari group of Eastern Indo-Aryan 

languages is spoken. In the north, it is bounded by the country of Nepal and in the south by Bagheli, which 

shares a great resemblance with Awadhi 

 

The closest relative of Awadhi is the Bagheli language as genealogically both descend from the same 'Half-

Magadhi'. Most early Indian linguists regarded Bagheli merely as 'the southern form of Awadhi', but recent 

studies accept Bagheli as a separate dialect at par with Awadhi and not merely a sub-dialect of it. 

 

Cusine 

 

A short background of the political history of the region is essential for understanding the nature of Awadhi 

cuisine. As the name suggests, Awadhi cuisine is native to the region of Awadh in North India. The historic-co-

cultural region of Awadh is situated in the heart of the Gangetic valley of India and comprises the present-day 

city of Lucknow and some surrounding areas. This region had come under the Mughals in the 16th century. In 

the 18th century, it passed under the rule of the Nawabs of Awadh who were semi-independent rulers who rose 

to prominence when the power of the Mughal dynasty began to wane. In 1856, Awadh passed into the hands of 

the British who sent Nawab Wajid Ali Shah to exile in Calcutta. The British reorganized the administrative and 

territorial jurisdiction of this region and renamed it as the United Province of Agra and Oudh. The dynamics of 

power and patronage in the region influenced and shaped the Awadhi cuisine. 

 

The Awadhi cuisine attained its distinctive flavour under the patronage of the Nawabs of Awadh Burhan-ul-

Mulk Saadat Khan, the first Nawab, was of Persian origin. Thus, Persian cultural practices became an intrinsic 

part of the courtly culture under the Nawabs. The culinary culture was no exception. The cuisine that was 

perfected in the royal kitchens of the Nawabs was a harmonious blend of Mughal, Persian and local influences. 
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The most distinctive feature of the Awadhi cuisine is the careful blend of spices used. Many a time, Awadhi 

food is confused with Mughlai food. Although Awadhi style of cooking has drawn considerably from Mughal 

cuisine, there are important differences between the two. One of the most important differences that make 
Awadhi food distinct from Mughlai food is that while the latter is marked by a zealous use of spices, nuts, milk 

and cream, the former is known for its subtle and delicate flavours and nuanced use of spices. 
 

Consisting of both vegetarian and non vegetarian dishes, Awadhi cuisine has influences that can be linked to 

the Mughal Empire. It is similar to cuisines from surrounding areas, such as Bhojpur, Kashmir, Central Asia, 

Punjab, and Hyderabad.  Awadhi cuisine is known for its use of aromatics and spices, such 

as cardamom and saffron , in a slow fire cooking process. There is also notable variety in ingredients that are 

cooked, such as paneer and mutton. One of the most notable and popular dishes is the kebab, which comes in a 

variety of forms. In addition, there are rice, curry, dessert, and chaat preparations that are specific to Awadhi 

cuisine. 

 

Awadhi cuisine is a wholesome experience in dining, manners, sophistication and luxury. The various dishes 

that combined to form the Awadhi spread were perfected by expert chefs of the royal kitchens of the Nawabs of 

Awadh. The cuisine reflects the refinement, finesse and sophistication involved in the nawabi way of life. 

Awadhi food today is quite common in the cities of North India. However, most of the modern-day outlets 

serving this cuisine do not do justice to the sophistication and nuance involved in authentic Awadhi food. It is 

only perhaps in the old city of Lucknow and certain other pockets in the country, that the traditional flavours of 

this cuisine are retained to a certain extent. However, modern-day adaptations were inevitable as the labour, 

sophistication, intricacy and finesse involved in cooking during the time of the Nawabs is difficult to maintain 

today. There are certain distinct characteristics of Awadhi food which constitute the soul and the essence of this 

cuisine. 

Faishon 

The designer feels that Awadh, with a strong 100-year tradition of exotic clothing can offer a designer space to 

create something different each time. 

Lucknow is known for its ghararas. It is a traditional women's outfit that originated from the Nawabs of Awadh. 

It is a pair of loose trousers with pleats below the knee worn with a kurta (shirt) and a dupatta (veil). It is 

embroidered with zari and zardozi along with gota (decorative lace on the knee area). This dress is made from 

over 24 metres (26 yd) of fabric, mostly silk, brocade and kamkhwab. 

It is also known for embroidery works including chikankari, zari, zardozi, kamdani and gota making. (gold lace 

weaving).  

Chikankari is an embroidery work well known all over India. This 400-year-old art in its present form was 

developed in Lucknow and it remains the only location where the skill is practiced today. Chikankari constitutes 

'shadow work' and is a delicate and artistic hand embroidery done using white thread on fine white cotton cloth 

such as fine muslin or chiffon. Yellowish muga silk is sometimes used in addition to the white thread. The work 

is done on caps, kurtas, saris, scarfs, and other vestments. The chikan industry, almost unknown under the 

Nawabs, has not only survived but has flourished. About 2,500 entrepreneurs have engaged in 

anufacturing chikan for sale in local, national and international markets with Lucknow the largest exporter of 

chikan embroidered garments. 

The designer showcased her bridal line titled "Pearl of the Orient" under her label, House of Kotwara, a joint 

venture with husband and filmmaker Muzaffar Ali. She said, "We believe that whatever collection we present 

and design, it should be deep-rooted. The inspiration should come from the roots. So for us, Awadh is the place 
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that surprises us with different things every time. No matter how much we explore, it doesn't get depleted," 

Meera the designer. 

"There is so much to explore in the rich dynasty of Awadh. There were 100 years of rule of nawaabs, who 
excelled in exotic clothing. So going through crafts that exist there, one can create different experiences every 

time," she said. 

Faishon here comprised exotic wear gently textured with pearls on oriental forms. From lehengas and shararas 

to saris and choghas, the clothing on display depicted, in microcosm, the glory of Awadh. 

Culture & Heritage 

Lucknow, a teeming space of hybrid culture and heritage, is renowned for its many treasures. Its name is 

synonymous with architectural beauties, fragrance of itra (perfumes), refined speech, entertainment, and 

hospitality. Various cultural ingredients have contributed to the richness of this city. 

Lucknow became the focal point of a cultural renaissance with the shifting of capital from Faizabad to Lucknow 

in 1776. Under royal patronage, ghazal, qawwali, kathak, thumri, and sher-o-shayari reached their zenith. As a 

centre of Islamic learning, Lucknow witnessed a formation of Lakhnawi shayari (poetry) under the renowned 

poets like Anees, Dabeer, Imam Baksh, Shauq, Josh, and others. Urdu acquired its baffling phonetic nuances 

and suave perfection here.  

Once very famous and rich for its tehzeeb, (etiquette and traditions), Lucknow is fast losing traditions and 

practices, which showcased its cultural significance. Chowk, the bazaar of yester- years, and the pivot around 

which many traders and artisans grew, has transformed. Let us look at some of the traditions and work that were 

largely performed by the Muslims of Lucknow, which are slowly receding to memory. 

The Declining Professions/Artisans 

Chandi ka Warq (Fine Silver Foil): The word, warq, has been derived from the Arabic word, meaning leaf. 

The warq, which enhances the taste of many delicacies, evolved in Lucknow. The city was a major centre 

for warq production because of its importance in Mughlai cuisine. The warq is used for covering desserts like 

kheer, phirni and plays an important ingredient in ‘Sewain’, a sweet dish prepared during the festival of Eid. 

Preparing ‘Chandi ka warq’ is a tedious process and involves physical labour. Thin silver sheets are beaten into 

a super fine foil. This is achieved through precision hammering with wood within a leather cover for over five 

hours. However, the workshops are dwindling and the karigars (artisans) are also vanishing. 

Kanghi (Comb):- Kanghi-making is one  among the many unique professions and practices in Lucknow.  A 

lane was named as ‘Kanghi wali gali’ in old Lucknow as the profession was at its peak during the Nawabi era. 

 It is believed that there were more than hundred kanghikar (comb artisans) residents in that lane. The art of 

kanghi-making involved fine skills such as choosing the best animal horns, washing and drying them, and then 

continuously beating them into the required shape, followed by cutting teeth on them, and, finally, sharpening 

these teeth. After the introduction of plastic combs, horn made kanghi vanished from the market and so did the 

artisans. Mohammad Usman is the last kanghikar in that lane. He is disheartened by the fact that the profession 

he inherited from his father will soon die as there is no one in his family to take this profession forward. 

Tanga: A Tanga is a horse-pulled cart, dating back to many centuries. In Lucknow, the Tangas were very 

popular since the reign of the Nawabs and until some decades ago. A Tanga is a multi-seater mode of transport, 

while the Ikka was a single seater, and a Bagghi was the largest one, usually used by royals and upper sections 

of the society, until  the introduction of cars. With the passage of time and competition from the fuel powered 

vehicles, the Tanga seems to be living its last days. Iqbal miyan, a Tanga owner, says, “There are hardly any 

Tangawalas left in Lucknow. Why would people use it when they have bikes and cars?” Though the Tanga has 

already become a thing of the past, a small number  is still visible near Lucknow’s most important tourist 
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attraction, the Imambada complex in Hussainabad, where one can  avail a short pleasure ride for a nominal 

charge. 

Calligraphy: The art of calligraphy has its roots in early Islam. The sacred nature of calligraphy ensured that 
the inscriptions became an important means of decorations in Islamic architecture. Calligraphy found its way to 

Lucknow under the patronage of Awadh King, Nawab Saadat Ali Khan. The calligraphers of the nawabi era 

were masters in this art.  Numerous monuments in Lucknow are decorated with the art of calligraphy. Hashim 

Akhtar Naqvi of Lucknow is credited with inscribing ‘Bismillah hir rehmane hir raheem’ (a verse from Quran) 

in over 6,000 calligraphic designs. He feels sad at the fact that no one has ever approached him to learn this art. 

Azeem Haider Jafri, another well-known calligrapher, says that Urdu calligraphy is suffering a major blow as 

people’s interest declines. The art has no monetary value now and is only limited to wedding cards and name 

plates. 

One of the most important reasons for the decline of these artisans and traditions of Lucknow is the diminishing 

interest of the new generation. New forms of education among Muslims have played a crucial role in the decline 

of these art forms. For the younger generation, eager to break free from the shackles of Lakhnawi culture, the 

city offers fast food joints, nightspots, and multiplexes. The old culture and traditions of Lucknow are  dying a 

slow death. Lamenting this fact, a member of the former royal family said, “Taalim to hai lekin tarbiat nahin aur 

tarbiat nahin to tehzeeb nahin” (There is education but no grooming. And if there is no grooming then there is 

no etiquette). 

Conclusion 

As per the survey of IMRD Lucknow is the second happiest city of India. For more than a century Lucknow’s 

traditions has been confined to the old city due to due mix culture society. But as blood runs in veins, similarly 

these tehzeeb, nafasast and nazakat perish in every part within the deep routed people. A Pakistani writer who 

was here for a paper reading session in Lucknow University was shocked and awestricken by the gesture of a 

simple banana seller whom she asked to give four for eight rupees and he replied “ Bibi dus (10) wale toh 

armaan le kar chale gaye”. Similar to this, while filming of ‘Zaika India Ka’, Vinod Dua asked a shopkeeper, 

“Kya mashoor hai yahaan ka?” and he got answer as “Aap logon ki mohbbat mashoor hai sahib or kya”. Many 

many more undocumented incidents like these make this place stand tall and justify its tagline which rightfully 

says: ‘Muskiraiye ki aap Lucknow mein hai”. 
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